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similar, is a far closer and more real one than the bond
uniting Christian countries One may even go so far
as to say that the problems of one Moslem territory in
Africa quickly become the problems of all the others
This maxim applies with particular force to North
Africa, where from Rabat to Cairo the people in many
cases spring from the same race, and have similar ideals
and ambitions So students in the Karouyin at Fez
and those in the Zitouna in Tunis possess very similar
aspirations to the young effendzs at El-Azhar in Cairo,
The people in these countries have only recently
awakened from an age-long sleep, yet already very
many of them want to try their wings, though those
wings are not yet grown In Morocco, Tunis, Algeria,
and Tripoli and Cyrenica too, for that matter—though
in those Italian possessions the control is so firm as to
prevent much self-expression—there is a strong tendency
towards Pan-Islamism, and the dreamers of yesterday
have become the intriguers of to-day in favour of self-
government, and even of a Pan-Islamic Empire,
stretching right across North Africa, such as existed in
the days of the Abbasid khalifs The complete inde-
pendence of Egypt and the achievements of the young
monarch have stimulated these notions, while the
continual disturbances in Palestine, where the British
so hghtheartedly embarked on so impossible a task,
continually agitate Moslem opinion and encourage the
Moslems to consider the prospects of a Holy War
It is essential that European Powers should regard
the problems in the different parts of North Africa as
one problem affecting the prestige of Europe, and cease
all attempts to injure each other's position The French,
with the clear-sighted logic one would expect, have done
much to solve the question by the establishment

